
Purpose/Description

Maintenance Facility Site Identification Process

Rail transit maintenance facilities are required for the storage, maintenance,
and upkeep of transit vehicles. They typically include vehicle and supply
storage, a maintenance shop(s), and employee offices and parking.

A six step process, described in the
exhibit, will be followed to determine the most favorable location for

a maintenance facility.

Maintenance Facility Site Identification
Process

Rail Transit
Maintenance Facilities

1 Identify corridor transit technologies

Consider technology in other RTD corridors

Identify site requirements

Identify initial sites

Identify candidate sites

Evaluate in environmental study (e.g. EIS)

- As part of the environmental
process (e.g. EIS), transit technologies are identified.

- Once a technology is
identified, other corridors with similar technology are considered to
determine if a central facility is needed or if corridor-only facility is
appropriate.

- Requirements are established to help
determine where possible maintenance facility sites could be located.
These requirements include minimizing neighborhood impacts and
various technical issues.

- Using the site requirements, several initial sites
are identified.

- Through a two-step screening process,
criteria are used to determine the most feasible sites for further
evaluation. (See accompanying exhibit for an explanation of the
screening criteria.)

- The candidate sites are
evaluated against over 20 social, economic, and environmental
resources to determine their benefits and impacts. The Final EIS and
Record of Decision will include the preferred maintenance facility site.
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Maintenance Facility Site
Identification Process

6. Evaluate in Environmental Study5. Identify Candidate Sites
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Minimize neighborhood impacts
Connect to RTD Corridors
Meet size/shape
Serve transit operations

4. Identify Initial Sites
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See accompanying exhibit for more information on steps 5 and 6
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2nd Level Screening

Evaluate in Environmental Study (Step 6)

�

The second level evaluation looks at the site’s relationship and
compatibility with its surroundings. It is completed by answering a
series of yes or no questions. If an answer is no, the site is eliminated
from further consideration. Level two evaluation criteria questions
include:

Once the two-level screening process is complete,
candidate sites are identified.

Can existing property owner be relocated?

Can rail and vehicle access be provided?

Does site avoid significant environmental
issues?

Does site require minimal property
acquisitions?

Are there minimal track crossings into site?

Are there minimal impacts on vehicle traffic?

The candidate sites
are evaluated against over 20 social, economic, and
environmental resources to determine their benefits
and impacts. The Final EIS and Record of Decision
will include the preferred maintenance facility site.
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Identifying Candidate Sites (Step 5)

1st Level Screening
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Once various initial sites have been identified (steps 1 through 4), a
screening process is followed to determine the most feasible site for a
maintenance facility. The criteria used for the screening process
includes:

Is site within 5 miles of end of transit corridor/Is site centrally
located to the corridors it will serve?

Does site meet size/configuration
requirements?

Is rail access to site at-grade?

Is site on RTD transit corridor?

Does site avoid conflicts with freight
trains?

Does site avoid impacts to major public
roadways?

Does site avoid substantial environmental
impacts?

The first level evaluation looks for fatal flaws with the site and is focused
on the transportation function of the site. It is completed by answering a
series of yes or no questions. If an answer is no, the site is eliminated
from further consideration. Level one evaluation criteria questions
include:
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Rail Maintenance Facility
Screening Process and Criteria
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